The hydrodynamics of liquid flowing past gas sectors of unidirectional superhydrophobic surfaces is revisited. Attention is focussed on the local slip boundary condition at the liquid-gas interface, which is equivalent to the effect of a gas cavity on liquid flow. The system is characterized by a large viscosity contrast between liquid and gas, µ/µg ≫ 1. We interpret earlier results, namely the dependence of the local slip length on the flow direction, in terms of a tensorial local slip boundary condition and relate the eigenvalues of the local slip length tensor to the texture parameters, such as the width of the groove, δ, and the local depth of the groove, e(y, α). The latter varies in the direction y, orthogonal to the orientation of stripes, and depends on the bevel angle of groove's edges, π/2 − α, at the point, where three phases meet. Our theory demonstrates that when grooves are sufficiently deep their eigenvalues of the local slip length tensor depend only on µ/µg, δ, and α, but not on the depth. The eigenvalues of the local slip length of shallow grooves depend on µ/µg and e(y, α), although the contribution of the bevel angle is moderate. In order to assess the validity of our theory we propose a novel approach to solve the two-phase hydrodynamic problem, which significantly facilitates and accelerates calculations compared to conventional numerical schemes. The numerical results show that our simple analytical description obtained for limiting cases of deep and shallow grooves remains valid for various unidirectional textures.
The hydrodynamics of liquid flowing past gas sectors of unidirectional superhydrophobic surfaces is revisited. Attention is focussed on the local slip boundary condition at the liquid-gas interface, which is equivalent to the effect of a gas cavity on liquid flow. The system is characterized by a large viscosity contrast between liquid and gas, µ/µg ≫ 1. We interpret earlier results, namely the dependence of the local slip length on the flow direction, in terms of a tensorial local slip boundary condition and relate the eigenvalues of the local slip length tensor to the texture parameters, such as the width of the groove, δ, and the local depth of the groove, e(y, α). The latter varies in the direction y, orthogonal to the orientation of stripes, and depends on the bevel angle of groove's edges, π/2 − α, at the point, where three phases meet. Our theory demonstrates that when grooves are sufficiently deep their eigenvalues of the local slip length tensor depend only on µ/µg, δ, and α, but not on the depth. The eigenvalues of the local slip length of shallow grooves depend on µ/µg and e(y, α), although the contribution of the bevel angle is moderate. In order to assess the validity of our theory we propose a novel approach to solve the two-phase hydrodynamic problem, which significantly facilitates and accelerates calculations compared to conventional numerical schemes. The numerical results show that our simple analytical description obtained for limiting cases of deep and shallow grooves remains valid for various unidirectional textures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Anisotropic superhydrophobic (SH) surfaces have raised a considerable interest over the recent years. Such surfaces in the Cassie state, i.e., where the texture is filled with gas, can induce exceptional lubricating properties [1] [2] [3] and generate secondary flows transverse to the direction of the applied pressure gradient [4] [5] [6] . These are important for a variety of applications that involve a manipulation of liquids at the small scale and can be used to separate particles [7] and enhance their mixing rate [8, 9] in microfluidic devices. During past decade the quantitative understanding of liquid flow past SH anisotropic surfaces was significantly expanded. However, many fundamental issues still remain unresolved.
To quantify the drag reduction and transverse hydrodynamic phenomena associated with SH surfaces with given area of gas and solid fractions it is convenient to construct the effective slip boundary condition applied at the imaginary homogeneous surface [10, 11] , which mimics the real one and is generally a tensor [12] . Once eigenvalues of the slip-length tensor, which depend on the local slip lengths at the solid and gas areas, are determined, they can be used to solve various hydrodynamic problems. To calculate these eigenvalues, SH surface is usually modeled as a perfectly smooth with patterns of local boundary conditions at solid and gas sectors. It is widely accepted that one can safely impose no-slip at the solid area, i.e., neglect slippage of liquid past smooth solid hydrophobic areas, which is justified provided the nanometric slip is small compared to parameters of the texture [13] [14] [15] [16] . For gas sectors of SH surfaces the situation is much less clear. Prior work often applied shear-free boundary conditions at the flat gas areas [17] [18] [19] . In this idealized description both a meniscus curvature and a viscous dissipation in the gas phase, which could affect the local slippage, are fully neglected.
Several groups have recently studied the effect of a meniscus curvature on the friction properties of SH surfaces [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Most of these studies neglected a viscous dissipation in the gas, by focussing on the connection of the meniscus protrusion angle and effective slip length (but note that no attempts have been made to connect the meniscus curvature and a local slip at the gas area). It has been generally concluded that if the protrusion angle is ±π/6 or smaller the effective slip of the SH surface does not differ significantly from expected in the case of the flat interface, so that the model of a flat meniscus can always serve as a decent first-order approximation.
There is some literature describing attempts to provide a satisfactory theory of a local slip length, which take into account a viscous dissipation in the gas phase (and as far as we know, all these studies have modeled the liquid-gas interface as flat). We mention below what we believe are the most relevant contributions. To account for a dissipation in gas it is necessary to solve Stokes equations both for the liquid and for the gas phases ( Fig. 1(a) ), by imposing boundary conditions
where u and µ are the velocity and the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, and u g and µ g are those of the gas, u τ = (u x , u y ) is the tangential velocity. This problem has been resolved numerically for rectangular grooves [25, 26] . It is however advantageous to replace the two-phase approach, by a single-phase problem with spatially dependent partial slip boundary conditions [1, 27, 28] . For unidirectional (1D) surfaces they are normally imposed as
where b(y) is the local scalar slip length, which is varying in one direction only. That the gas flow can be indeed excluded from the analysis being equivalently replaced by b(y) is by no means obvious. Early work has suggested that the effect of gas-filled cavities is equivalent to the introduction of a slip length, proportional to their depth if shallow and to their spacing if deep [29] . To model the trapped gas effects theoretically a semi-analytical method, which predicted a non-uniform local slip length distribution across the liquid-gas interface, has been proposed [30, 31] . During a last few years several authors have discussed that the local slip depends on the flow direction [31] [32] [33] . Although they did not fully recognize it, their results are equivalent to a tensorial generalization of Eq.(2)
where b = b{i, j} is the second-rank local slip length tensor, which is represented by symmetric, positive definite 2 × 2 matrix diagonalized by a rotation with respect to the alignment of the SH grooves. Recent work has elucidated a mechanism which transplants the flow in the gas to a local slip boundary condition at the liquid-gas interface [33] . This study has concluded that the non-uniform local slip length of a shallow texture is defined by the viscosity contrast and local thickness of a gas cavity, similarly to infinite systems [34, 35] . In contrast, the local slip length of a deep texture has been shown to be fully controlled by the dissipation at the edge of the groove, i.e. the point where three phases meet, but not by the texture depth as has sometimes been invoked for explaining the extreme local slip. These results led to simple formulas describing liquid slippage at the trapped gas interface of 1D grooves of width δ and constant depth e * [33] 
where b ,⊥ are eigenvalues of the slip length tensor, b, and β ,⊥ are eigenvalues of the tensorial slip coefficient, β. The latter become linear in e * /δ, when e * /δ is small and saturate at large e * /δ. The validity of this ansatz for rectangular grooves has been confirmed numerically [33] and, although indirectly, experimentally [36] .
Previous investigations have addressed the question of local slip at the gas areas of rectangular grooves with a constant depth only. We are unaware of any previous work that has quantified liquid slippage at gas areas of more general 1D SH surfaces. In this paper, we explore grooves with beveled edges and a non-uniform depth, which varies with y and depends on the bevel angle, π/2 − α (see Fig. 1(b) ). An obvious practical advantage of such a relief is that the manufactured grooves become mechanically more stable against bending compared to rectangular ones. This is especially important for dilute textures of large δ, which induce larger slip. It is therefore very timely to understand important consequences of a bevel angle for a generation of liquid slippage at the gas areas of such grooves. Here we present theoretical arguments, which allow one to relate b ,⊥ to e(y, α). Our results show that b ,⊥ are not really sensitive to a bevel angle when SH grooves are shallow and weakly slipping, but the large local slip at deep SH grooves is controlled by their width and bevel angle only. These two parameters could be used to tune the large slip at the gas areas of any grooved SH surface and constrain its attainable upper value.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe our model and justify the choice of model surfaces. Sec. III gives a brief summary of our theoretical results for b ,⊥ obtained in some limiting situations. In Sec. IV we describe a numerical method developed here to compute local slip length profiles. To solve numerically the two-phase hydrodynamic problem we consider separately flows in liquid and gas phases, which is in turn done by using different computational techniques. Our results are discussed in Sec. V, and we conclude in Sec. VI. Details of our asymptotic analysis can be found in Appendix A.
II. MODEL
We consider creeping flow past 1D SH textures of period L and gas area fraction φ. The coordinate axis x is parallel to the grooves; the cross-plane coordinates are denoted by y and z. The width of the groove is denoted as δ = Lφ. The bevel angle of the grooves is π/2 − α, where an angle α ≤ π/2 is defined relative to the vertical, and the depth of the grooves, e(y, α), is varying in only one direction (see Fig. 1(b) ). Since we consider SH textures with air trapped in the grooves in a contact with water, the ratio of liquid and gas viscosities is typically µ/µ g ≃ 50, which is much larger than unity. Our results apply to a situation where the capillary and Reynolds numbers are sufficiently small, so that the liquid-gas interface does not deform, but not to the opposite case, where significant deformation of this interface is expected [37] .
The texture material is characterized by the (unique) Young angle Θ (above π/2) measured taking the horizontal as a reference. Displacing a contact line to the sharp edge of a bevel angle π/2 − α we would observe an apparent variability of the contact angle from Θ to π/2 − α + Θ since the line becomes pinned (see Fig. 2 ). Using simple geometry one can then conclude that in the Cassie state permitted protrusion angles of a meniscus are confined between π/2 + α − Θ and π − Θ, so that one of these (many) possible protrusion angles, which would be observed in practice, should be determined by a pressure drop between the liquid and the gas phases. Since positive protrusion angles (convex meniscus) are expected only when an external pressure is applied to the gas phase [23] , we can exclude this artificial for SH surfaces case from our consideration. Now simple estimates suggest that for Θ = 2π/3, typical for SH texture materials, and when α = 0, bounds, which constrain attainable protrusion angles are 0 (flat meniscus) and −π/6 (concave meniscus). Tighter bounds for finite α further constrain the attainable protrusion angle. These angles are too small to significantly reduce the effective slip [20, 23] . Therefore, to highlight the effect of viscous dissipation on the slippage in simpler terms we here assume that liquid-gas interface to be flat, which implies that pressure in gas is equal to that in liquid. Such a situation occurs when trapped by texture gas is in contact with the atmosphere [36] .
Our aim is to investigate how the local depth e(y, α)/δ modifies the slippage of liquid past gas areas. We will provide some general theoretical arguments and results valid for any shape of the SH grooves, and also some simulation results for representative SH grooves. As an initial illustration of our theoretical and computational approach we will consider a trapezoidal surface, where α and the maximal depth, e * , can be varied independently and in the very large range
We should like to mention that motivated by a recent experiment [38] there have been already attempts to determine an effective slip past trapezoidal SH grooves [39] , but that work has simply assumed the trapezoidal shape of a local scalar slip and no attempt has been made to properly connect it with viscous dissipation in the confined gas.
Another type of SH surfaces we explore here are grooves bounded by arcs of circles of radii δ/(2 cos α). These arc-shaped grooves do not have areas of a constant depth, and the e(y, α) profile does not contain sectors where dependence on α and δ disappears
Their maximal depth, e * , is attained at the midplane, y/δ = 0.5, and is given by
Eq. (7) shows that arc-shaped grooves can never be really deep since e * /δ cannot exceed 0.5. It will be therefore instructive to compare their local slip with that of trapezoidal textures of the same δ and e * .
III. THEORY
Our aim is to calculate the eigenvalues of the local slip length tensor, b, which can be found from the solution of the two-phase problem for the longitudinal (fastest) and transverse (slowest) flow directions by imposing conditions,
However, since all properties of β are inherited by the local slip-length tensor, b, below we will focus more on calculations of scalar non-uniform eigenvalues, β ,⊥ [40] . In the general case they can be calculated only numerically. However, for some limiting cases explicit expressions can be obtained. The solution for local slip lengths can be found analytically close to the edge of the grooves, y/δ ≪ 1, and the details of our analysis are given in Appendix A. Here we highlight only the main results. Our theory predicts that in the vicinity of groove edges, the eigenvalues of local slip length of any 1D texture augment from zero as
In what follows that at small y/δ the slip coefficient grows as
by having slopes
Note that when α = 0, Eqs.(12) predict β ′ ≃ 2 and β ′ ⊥ ≃ 1/2. If α = π/2, i.e. there are no gas sectors, β ′ ,⊥ ≃ 0. We also remark that the linearity of the Stokes equations implies that near the second edge of the groove, y/δ = 1, we have
It has been suggested before that local slip length of a shallow groove is defined only by the viscosity contrast and local thickness of a thin lubricating films [32] , similarly to infinite systems [34, 35] , but also depends strongly on the flow direction. Since in our case the local thickness depends on α the early results [32] can be generalized as
and by using Eq.(4) we can immediately formulate equations for eigenvalues of a slip coefficient in this limit
Although Eqs. (11) and (13) are valid for any groove depth, in the case of weakly slipping shallow groves the contribution of dissipation in the area y/δ ≪ 1 should be small compared to the central part of the gas areas, so that β ,⊥ are controlled by the groove depth as predicted by Eq.(15). However, for strongly slipping deep grooves β ,⊥ should depend mainly on α since their maximal values are constrained by β ′ ,⊥ /2. This suggests that when grooves are deep, β ,⊥ are not sensitive to the shape of their bottom and should saturate at some e(y, α)/δ. Coming back to Eq.(4) we conclude that local slip length at the gas areas of sufficiently deep grooves is defined by the viscosity contrast, their width, and bevel angle, but not by their depth. This implies that δ and α are the only two parameters that could be used to tune the large local slip at SH surfaces. An important remark would be that they also constrain its attainable upper value, and we can conclude that for rectangular grooves b should be inevitably below µδ/µ g , and that b ⊥ is always smaller than µδ/4µ g . For grooves of the same δ with beveled edges these upper (and in fact unattainable) bounds will be even smaller.
IV. COMPUTATION OF THE TWO-PHASE FLOW NEAR SUPERHYDROPHOBIC GROOVES.
A precise discussion of the flow in the vicinity of a SH surface requires a numerical solution of the self-consistent two-phase boundary problem, which is normally done by using finite element [41] or boundary element [42] methods. Here we suggest a simple alternative approach, which is easier to implement. We start by noting that Eq.(4) does not contain any parameters associated with the flow of liquid. This implies that if Eq.(4) is correct, then β ,⊥ are universal characteristics of the groove geometry only. However, applying the same β ,⊥ as boundary conditions yields different velocities at the gas-liquid interface, u int x,y (y) = u x,y | z=0 , since the solution of the Stokes equations in liquid depends on µ/µ g and φ. This suggests that one can construct a simple iterative scheme to solve two-phase problem. We apply a lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) [43, 44] to simulate gas flow. It is robust, easy to implement, and allows one to measure velocity u g,τ and shear rate ∂u g,τ /∂z at the interface independently.
We begin with a solution for u int x,y obtained for an isolated perfect slip stripe, i.e. in the limit of small φ [17]
and impose it as a boundary condition to calculate a flow in the gas phase. The eigenvalues of the local slip coefficient can then be calculated using Eqs. (8) and (9) . Note that it is also convenient to use a more accurate formula u 
, which is valid for an arbitrary φ [17, 19] , and that this velocity profile is very close to given by Eq.(16) when φ ≤ 0.5. These computed eigenvalues specify boundary conditions for liquid flow. We then solve Stokes equations in liquid numerically by using a method based on Fourier series [32, 45] . The solution satisfying these new partial slip conditions leads in turn to a better approximation for the velocity at the gas-liquid interface. At the next iteration we use this new velocity profile instead of Eq.(16) to compute more accurate values of ∂u g,τ /∂z and β ,⊥ , and so on, until an exact solution is obtained.
We use D3Q19 implementation of LBM with the unit length set by the lattice step a, the time-step ∆t, and mass density ρ 0 = 1. The kinematic viscosity of the fluid is defined through the relaxation time scale τ as ν = (2τ − 1)/6 and kept constant in all the simulations ν = 0.03. The simulated system is built in such way that the upper boundary represents a liquid-gas interface (z = 0 in Fig. 1(b) ) and the groove walls are perpendicular to yz-plane. For each simulation run the height of the system N z is chosen equal to the maximal depth of the groove. To provide sufficient resolution of groove shapes we use a simulation domain of the size N y = δ = 126a, N x = 8a, and N z = 12a − 122a. To verify the results we have repeated separate runs with 2 times and 4 times larger space resolution and have shown that the maximal error due to discretization does not exceed 1%. At the liquid-gas interface we set u g | z=0 = (u x,y at y = δ/2 is taken equal to 10 −3 a/∆t. At the gas-solid interface, given by z = −e(y), where e(y) is defined by Eq.(5) or Eq.(6), we impose no-slip boundary conditions. For trapezoidal grooves we have varied N z /N y = e/δ from 0.1 to 0.97 and α from 0 to π/6. For arc-shaped grooves the same values of α define N z = e * (see Eq. (7)). Finally, the periodic boundary conditions have been set along the x-axis. All simulations are made with an open-source package ESPResSo [46] .
To assess the validity and convergence of the approach we compute the interface velocity, u int x,y /u max x,y , and the local slip coefficients, β ,⊥ , at fixed φ = 0.5, α = 3π/32, and e * /δ = 0.97. Fig. 3 shows the interface velocity profiles and β ,⊥ obtained after two iteration steps. We conclude that both longitudinal and transverse velocity at the gas sector nearly coincide with predictions of Eq.(16) taken as an initial approximation, but we remark and stress that at the second iteration step u max x,y becomes quite different from used as an initial guess. We also see that β ,⊥ computed at the first and the second iteration steps are practically the same. Therefore, in reality our iteration procedure converges extremely fast, so that below we use two iteration steps only.
Finally, to calculate the effective slip lengths for given computed local slip length profiles
we solve the Stokes equation in liquid numerically by using the Fourier series method described before in [32] . In these calculations we vary φ in the range from 0.1 to 0.9.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin by studying the flow field in the gas phase of the grooves. For a longitudinal configuration the gas flows in x-direction only, and its velocity monotonously decays from gas-liquid interface to the bottom of the groove. The streamlines for a transverse case form a single eddy, and the locus of its center depends slightly on the shape of the groove and on α. Fig. 4 shows typical streamlines for a transverse flow in gas computed for trapezoidal grooves and arc-shaped grooves of α = 0 and α = 3π/32. The other parameters of a trapezoidal relief are taken the same as used in Fig. 3 . Note that with these parameters the trapezoidal grooves are roughly twice deeper than arc-shaped. Thus, if α = 0, Eq. (7) gives e * /δ = 1/2 (cf. e * /δ = 0.97). Altogether the simulation results show that the velocity field in the gas phase is not a unique function of α and that it generally depends on the relief of grooves and their depth. We note, however, that when the grooves are sufficiently deep, the gas in them is almost stagnant near a bottom, so that increasing the depth further should not change the liquid flow past the SH surface.
The computed flow field in the gas phase allows one to immediately deduce β ,⊥ . Fig. 5 shows β ,⊥ for trapezoidal grooves of a fixed α = 3π/32 and several depths e * /δ. We see that for shallow grooves (e * /δ ≪ 1) the β ,⊥ profiles can be approximated by trapezoids with the central region of a constant slip β ≃ e/δ and β ⊥ ≃ e/4δ given by Eqs. (15), and linear regions near edges with local slip coefficients described by Eqs. (11) and (13) . For relatively deep grooves, e * /δ = O(1), β ,⊥ profiles practically converge into single curves and are no longer dependent on e * /δ. We also see that the crossover between the regimes of shallow and deep grooves takes place at intermediate e * /δ, where β ,⊥ are controlled both by e * /δ and α. To illustrate this we have included in Fig. 5 the β ,⊥ curves computed for arc-shaped grooves of the same α = 3π/32, which implies their e * /δ ≃ 0.37. Remarkably, the β ,⊥ profiles are very close to computed for trapezoidal grooves of e * /δ = 0.35. Some small discrepancies in the shapes of β ,⊥ obtained for two types of textures indicate that in the crossover regime the shape of the grooves contributes to a slip length profile, but this should be seen as a second-order correction only. Now we focus on the role of α and study first only deep, e * /δ = 0.97, and shallow, e * /δ = 0.094, trapezoidal grooves The computed β ⊥ are displayed in Fig. 6(a) . One can see that in the case of shallow textures β ⊥ generally does not depend on α and is consistent with Eq.(15), but note that there are deviations from Eq. (15) in the vicinity of the edges. For deep trapezoids it decreases with α. These trends fairly agree with the predictions of Eqs. (11) and Eqs. (12) . We can now compare β ⊥ for deep trapezoidal grooves with that of arc-shaped grooves with the same bevel angle. The results of calculations are included to Fig. 6(a) . The data show that at the central part of the gas sector the arc-shaped grooves induce smaller β ⊥ than trapezoidal ones, which simply reflects the fact that they are not deep enough. Indeed, with our values of α, their maximal depth e * /δ varies from 0.5 down to 0.32 indicating the crossover regime. However, in the vicinity of the groove edges β ⊥ for both textures appears to be the same. To examine this more closely, the data obtained with two values of α in the edge region is plotted in Fig. 6(b) , and we see that in the vicinity of the point where three phases meet β ⊥ computed for different grooves indeed coincide. Altogether these results do confirm that β ′ ⊥ is determined by α only. Fig. 7 includes β ′ ,⊥ curves computed for deep, e * /δ = 0.97, and shallow, e * /δ = 0.094, trapezoidal grooves and arc-shaped grooves. The calculations are made using several α in the range from 0 to π/6, which implies that e * /δ varies from 0.5 down to 0.29. The general conclusion from this plot is that β ′ ,⊥ does not depend on the groove shape and depth being a function of α only, so that our results fully verify Eq. (12) .
We now turn to the effective slip lengths, b
,⊥ eff , and will try to understand if such a two-phase problem can indeed be reduced to a one-phase problem, and whether a SH surface can be modeled as a flat one with patterns of stripes with piecewise constant apparent local slip lengths b c ,⊥ . We first fit our numerical data for b ,⊥ eff to the known formulae [28] :
taking b c ,⊥ as fitting parameters, and then deduce β c ,⊥ , which can be defined as [33] 
We stress that with such a definition the eigenvalues of apparent slip coefficients, β c ,⊥ , of trapezoidal grooves depend only on α and e * /δ, but not on y/δ. The curves for β , for arc-shaped texture of the same α. In this case e(y, α)/δ is nonuniform throughout the cross-section, and we make no attempt to calculate its average or effective value at a given α. Instead, Fig. 8 is intended to indicate the range of β c ,⊥ , that is expected for arc-shaped grooves, so that in this case we simply plot data as a function of e * /δ. One can see that data for arc-shaped grooves nearly coincide with results for trapezoidal grooves at α = π/8, but at smaller angles there is some discrepancy, especially when α = 0 and for a transverse case. The discrepancy is always in the direction of smaller β c ,⊥ , than found for trapezoidal grooves of e = e * , indicating that effects of the groove shape These results can be used to predict upper attainable local and effective slip lengths of complex grooves if their bevel angle and maximal depth are known. Indeed, Fig. 8 allows one to immediately evaluate β c ,⊥ , and the apparent local slip lengths can be found by using Eq. (19) . Once they are known, the eigenvalues of the effective length tensor can be calculated analytically by using Eqs. (18) .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed liquid slippage at gas areas of 1D SH surfaces and developed an asymptotic theory, which led to explicit expressions for the longitudinal and transverse slip lengths near the edge of the groove, i.e. the point, where three phases meet. The theory predicts that the local slip lengths in the vicinity of this point always increase linearly with the slope determined solely by a bevel angle of grooves. We have also shown that at a given viscosity contrast the eigenvalues of local slip tensor of strongly slipping deep grooves are fully determined by their width and the value of their bevel angle, but not by their depth as sometimes invoked for explaining the extreme local slip. Thus, it is not necessary to deal with very deep grooves to get a largest possible local slip at the gas areas. However, the eigenvalues of a local slip tensor of weakly slipping shallow grooves are not really sensitive to the bevel angle and are determined mostly by their depth.
Altogether, our study shows that for a given width, SH grooves with beveled edges are less efficient than rectangular ones for drag reduction purposes. However, the use of grooves with beveled edges appears as a good compromise between the positive effect of their stability against bending and a moderate reduction of the slippage effect due to a bevel angle. A very large local slip length can be induced by using wide grooves with beveled edges, which would be often impossible for wide rectangular grooves due to their bending instability.
To check the validity of our theory, we have proposed an approach to solve numerically the two-phase hydrodynamic problem by considering separately flows in liquid and gas phases, which can in turn be done by using different techniques. Our method significantly facilitates and accelerates calculations compared to classical two-phase numerical schemes. Generally, the numerical results have fully confirmed the theory for limiting cases. They have also clarified that at intermediate depths a particular shape of 1D SH surface modifies the local slip profiles, but only slightly.
Our strategy and computational approach can be extended to a situation of a sufficiently curved meniscus. Another fruitful direction could be to consider more complex 2D textures, which include various pillars and holes. Thus, they may guide the design of textured surfaces with superlubricating potential in microfluidic devices, tribology, and more. It would be also interesting to revisit recent analysis of an effective slip of SH surfaces and its various implications since our results suggest that instead of a piecewise constant slip length at the gas areas, a local tensorial slip should be employed to obtain more accurate eigenvalues of the effective slip length tensor. Finally, we mention that our Here we obtain the solutions of the Stokes equations and explicit formulas for eigenvalues of the local slip length in the vicinity of the groove edge (y, z) = (0, 0). Following [39, 47] we use polar coordinates (r, θ), so that y/δ = −r cos θ, z/δ = r sin θ (see Fig.9 ), and focus on the case r ≪ 1. We will show that in this situation the eigenvalues of the local slip length, b ,⊥ augment linearly with r, are proportional to the viscosity ratio when it is large, µ/µ g ≫ 1, and decrease with α.
In the case of longitudinal grooves the velocity has only one component u = (u, 0, 0) and the Stokes equations reduce to the Laplace equation, ∆u = 0. The general solution implies a power-law dependence of velocities on the distance: u l,g = r λ a l,g sin λ θ + c l,g cos λ θ ,
where unknown exponent λ and coefficients a l , a g , c l , c g can be found by imposing boundary conditions. These are defined in the usual way. Namely, we use the no-slip boundary conditions at the solid walls u l (r, 0) = 0, u g (r, θ w ) = 0 (A2) where θ w = 3π/2 − α, and at the liquid-gas interface, θ = π, we impose
Applying these boundary conditions, we obtain a linear homogeneous system
a g sin λ θ w + c g cos λ θ w = 0,
(a l − a g ) sin λ π + (c l − c g ) cos λ π = 0,
(µa l − µ g a g ) cos λ π − (µc l − µ g c g ) sin λ π = 0,
which allows us to derive an equation for λ by eliminating a l , a g , c g , tan λ 3π 2 − α = (µ − µ g ) tan λ π µ + µ g tan 2 λ π .
The local transverse slip length can be calculated as
where the last equality is obtained by using Eqs.(A14) and (A15). This immediately gives
